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Hello, hello, hello. This is Yaro. Welcome to an EJ podcast solo episode. I'm 
here today to take you back through all the different investments that I've 
made over the years with predominantly the money that's been generated 
from my online businesses. This is not really about my online businesses as 
much as it is about the money I made from those businesses and what I've 
done with it to grow my capital, to ensure my financial future, and just have 
fun. Really, some of it is fun. It is fun to make investments. 

I've done a range of things. I've actually got seven dot points that I want to go 
through with you in this audio. This is part of my solo series. If you are 
concerned about the EJ podcast no longer doing entrepreneur interviews, 
don't worry I s'll do entrepreneur interviews. In fact, you would have seen 
many over the last few months. I've actually been increasing the number I've 
been publishing. 

But, I've also been doing these solo episodes and I got some great feedback 
on the affiliate marke'ng one I did a few episodes ago and I also did a couple 
of other solo episodes before that. I hope you enjoy them. I think this is a 
great topic. I'm going to dive straight in. 

Bear in mind, this is not necessarily something you should consider only if you 
have money to invest that's like a huge amount of money. When I started 
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inves'ng, as you're going to hear, I really went in with only a couple  
thousand dollars. I really think as soon as you have any kind of capital, even 
it's a few hundred dollars, you have opportuni'es to grow that. 

And, as I have learned over the last few years, you really want to grow your 
capital base and make sure your money is working for you. I think that's a 
great place to start this episode, which is my philosophy and my strategy 
behind inves'ng and where that came from.  

I think one of the best places I can refer you to as an origin point for my own 
assump'ons, my own beliefs about inves'ng is a very simple book called The 
Richest Man in Babylon. It's a great book. It's a short book. It's one of those 
books that's a fable, so it's a story that also passes on educa'on. My favorite 
types of books are books that do that. If you know me well, you know The 
Alchemist is one of my all-'me favorite books that tells a great story, another 
fable by Paulo Coelho, about enjoying the journey, not just the des'na'on.  

And, even some of the books I read about business, you probably know Rich 
Dad, Poor Dad. That's a story as well with this young man telling the story 
about these two fathers, the academic-tradi'onal-career-path father versus 
the business-owner father.  

Those stories help you to learn and cement the ideas. For me, the place 
where I really got a great star'ng point for investment knowledge is this book 
called The Richest Man in Babylon. I strongly recommend you go grab it. 
Listen to it on audio if you can find it or just read the print version. It's not too 
long as I said. 

Just to give you a summary, it basically takes you back to Babylonian 'mes 
and explains the story of yet again, a young man trying to create wealth and 
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some of the experiences he goes through, and of course, the mentoring he 
gets from other successful basically, entrepreneurs and investors. 

I'm not going to go over the whole book for you because I don't want to spoil 
it for you, but I'm going to tell you the main takeaway I took which is a preZy 
obvious lesson, the book makes it very clear. The idea is to save 10 percent of 
your money for your investments all the 'me and that's 10 percent of your 
income. The way the book phrases it, always put away 10 percent of your 
money for you and you in your future basically. 

The other kind of rule that it puts out there is the rule that you need to grow 
your income at least 10 percent a year, as well and then, it shows you the 
power of compounding. 

I think most people who went through tradi'onal schooling system will 
probably know about compounding because you learn about it in your math 
class. I didn't pay much aZen'on to math. I hated that subject throughout my 
en're schooling and university years, but at least with compounding, I 
understood the principle. No pun intended there with these words I'm 
choosing, but the basic idea is seeing the power of compound interest over 
'me. That's why The Richest Man in Babylon tells you to try and get at least a 
10 percent gain on your money every single year, and over 'me, you'll see 
how incredible your growth will be. 

If you want to see that, just go on the internet. Look for an investment 
calculator. Just put in 10 percent interest and put in whatever amount of 
money you want to start with and look at what that money is over ten years, 
over 20 years, over 30 years. It really starts to get incredibly massive when 
you start looking at 20 or 30 years, especially those last few years because 
you're dealing with such a large capital base. It jumps. 
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If you take these two basic ideas, save 10 percent of the money you make for 
inves'ng and make sure that 10 percent goes into something where it grows 
10 percent where your money works for you, and what I loved about The 
Richest Man in Babylon is it talked about this idea of your money working for 
you without you doing anything.  

To me, that 'ed in so well with the same philosophy that I was looking to 
build a business around. I wanted a business that would work without me 
needing to be there to do much. Ideally, only the ac'vi'es I wanted to do to 
keep the business going, possibly no ac'vi'es at all, one of my businesses 
was designed to func'on en'rely without me. My current business is 
designed to func'on mostly without me but give me the opportunity to do 
the jobs I like, like create this audio for you or write a blog post or do 
interviews or do teaching.  

But, the basic idea was create machines that run for you and the same 
principle applied with inves'ng-- put your money into things that grow 
without you needing to do things. 

I love that principle and I was looking for types of income sources in 
par'cular, inves'ng sources that would do that now. That's difficult when 
you're ge]ng started. I really feel when I look back at my younger days how 
challenging that was especially because I felt with a lack of capital, with no 
savings to begin with, it really felt like a slow process. If you're you're working 
a job, I had a part-'me job, and even during the first probably, the first five, 
six, or seven years of running my business, there wasn't a lot of saving going 
on. Most of my money was just going into keeping me afloat really because I 
was only making enough money to cover my bills and also pay for rent and 
those sorts of things. 
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What was le_ over, I certainly did follow the 10 percent rule, but we're talking 
saving 10 percent of my $15,000 a year income when I had a part-'me job is 
only $1,500. That's not a lot of money depending on where in the world you 
are. Certainly, where I was growing up in Australia, it wasn't a lot of money so 
I felt a liZle restricted on what I could do with the amount of money I had. 

My first goal with inves'ng was actually to generate more cash, which is why 
I spent more 'me growing my business during the first 10 or 15 years of my 
entrepreneurial / adult life than I did really focusing on inves'ng. 

However, I did and I do have a story to share with you about my first ever 
aZempt at inves'ng because I was actually given a loan, or I shouldn't say a 
loan. I was actually given some money because I asked from my father. 

Let's do this in order. This is number one of my investment stories to share 
with you. This is probably the one I recommend you don't copy, but I want to 
share it with you because it is part of my story. 

This happened during the dot com boom, the very first one I would guess it's 
around 1999. I can't give you the exact 'me, but I know that when the dot 
com boom wasn't really pumping. I was 18 or 19 when this was happening in 
1999. I had no money to my name beyond a liZle bit savings. I might have 
had one or two thousand dollars if that. I wasn't really looking to spend that 
money. That was my emergency fund. That was my saving up for my travel 
fund and that was my pay for movies, kind of whatever fund.  

I didn't have money to put into anything but the dot com movement all going 
on around me. I'm just hearing story a_er story of people ge]ng so much 
money by inves'ng in tech stocks. 
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I wanted to get on board with that and I went to my father and said, "Can I 
borrow or get some money to put into the stock market because there's so 
much money being made right now." I got caught up in the frenzy. 

My father is not a stock investor. He's done a liZle bit on the side but it's 
never been something he focused on. He wasn't in a posi'on to really say yes 
or no regarding doing that as a smart move or not a smart move. He was just 
there to encourage me to take some risks. He gave me, I can't remember the 
exact amount, it was somewhere between three and five thousand Australian 
dollars, which was a huge amount of money for me and not an insignificant 
amount of money from my dad either, so he didn't give it to me lightly, but he 
did give me that as money to play with, I guess that's the best way to put it. 
And, that's what I did. 

I went in and invested in, I think maybe two stocks. Both of them were tech 
stocks companies. Neither don't even exist anymore. I remember one of them 
was an online shopping mall, some sort of aZempt at an online shopping mall.  

I put my money in and I did actually have a good result with one of my 
investments. I think I put two thousand dollars in. It actually grew to three 
thousand dollars, so I actually made a 50 percent gain on that money. But 
then, I lost it preZy much very quickly. It was one of those wild 'mes. 

I saw the money rise, and then I saw the money disappear within the space of 
probably a year primarily because that dot com bubble burst as we all know 
and I lost my money. But, I also lost my money for another crazy reason. It 
was the millennium bug when the year 2000 crossover happened. 
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So, for those of you who weren't alive, which is crazy to think about, but 
there may be some listeners who were not alive when millennium crossover 
happened from 1999 to 2000, there was this concern that computers were 
not prepared to switch their so_ware over from 1999 to 2000 and it might 
cause a lot of crashes. Here I was. New Year's Eve was about to happen for 
1999 and I had some money in the stock market. 

My stockbroker who I was actually buying stocks through. It wasn't 
electronically. I was using a broker old-school style. He was actually the one 
pushing me. I half-blame him for me ge]ng involved because he hyped it up 
for me and got me excited about inves'ng in the stock market. 

He actually went off to Malaysia and was at a big airport party, some sort of 
rave an airport during the millennium crossover. So, he wasn't there to hold 
my hand regarding this millennium bug business. 

I'll be honest, I freaked out and I actually sold all my stocks before the year 
2000 crossover because I was afraid that everything would crash and 
because you can't trade over that New Year's Day period. I decided to get out 
of the market. 

I made a liZle bit of money because I got out at a good 'me and then, the 
millennium crossover happened and nothing bad happened. Stocks bumped 
up. I would have made way more money. I'm looking at the data. I would have 
gone from about 5,000 to 20,000 if I stayed in the market. So, there's one 
lesson. Don't let irra'onal fear take out your money and unfortunately, I 
didn't put my money back into the market a_er missing out on this big gain, 
and then the dot com burst happened a_er that. 
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To cut the long story short regarding this first experiment with inves'ng in 
the stock market, I basically lost almost all that money and the companies I 
invested in no longer exist. It was crazy 'mes. One of them, the online 
shopping mall. It eventually merged with a mining company in Australia, which 
is a weird thing the way mining companies were ge]ng bought out or 
combining with tech companies because they wanted to diversify. I'm not 
sure. I didn't understand it. 

Long story short, lost all my money. Really learned a lesson from there and it 
was a long 'me before I did any more inves'ng because I had to build up my 
own capital. I've lost my dad's money. I didn't have a lot of cash flow myself. I 
was 18 or 19 and that was it. 

I think for the next four or probably five or six or seven years, I was all in on 
my business and I kept kept saving money from what I could and I stuck to 
that ten percent rule. In fact, I really believe in, well, maybe I'm good at this 
because I'm a bit of a minimalist but I believe in saving more than ten percent 
mostly because I just don't have a lot of expenses in my life and I'm not trying 
to always buy the latest car, keeping up with the Joneses as the phrase goes. 
So, having that somewhat minimalist lifestyle, I was able to save more than 10 
percent because I just, I don't have any kids. I didn't have any kids then. I was 
living with my parents. Par'ally, my mom at one point so there weren't a lot 
of costs involved. So, I was able to put away a lot of my business revenue into 
my savings account.  

But, we're not talking a huge amount of money. I think I remember I might say 
five to ten thousand a year at best and I think a_er five years, I might have 
had $35,000 saved up, but that was it. 
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The good thing about having that $35,000 saved up was it did allow me to 
make my next investment. So, I really don't call this an investment so much as 
I was doing it for purely an investment. I was actually doing it because I 
needed a place to live. What I'm talking about is buying my first property. 

In my case growing up, property investment was what I saw as how people 
gained wealth. My mother had bought a couple of proper'es. I've seen her do 
this. I knew she was doing that as her plan for re'rement. She kept changing 
jobs throughout her life, so she wasn't exactly building up an investment, 
superannua'on as it's called in Australia from her jobs. Well, she had a liZle 
one. What she was planning on doing is in living off these proper'es. That 
was the plan. Plus, I'd seen other people do this. I remember reading in the, 
there was a publica'on in Australia called the Business Review weekly Top 
500 or Top 100 wealthiest Australian. It reported that about 80 percent of 
the people's wealth was made from property. So, I saw property as a clear 
vehicle for wealth. And, I wanted to get my own place to live in. So, it made 
sense to buy a place, which is what I did. 

I bought a three-bedroom townhouse in Brisbane Australia. If you go into my 
blog archives at Entrepreneurs-Journey.com, you can see around the year 
2007, I published photographs of my car. I bought a brand new car as well as 
that townhouse. That came about a_er doing two things-- I launched my first 
course and I sold my edi'ng company-- two stories I have talked about many, 
many 'mes on my blog and in podcast before. I won't go over them now, but 
I was flushed with a bit of extra cash. I had my own savings of 35 grand-ish, 
plus I suddenly sold this business. So, I got a hundred grand coming in US 
dollars, which is a huge influx of cash, and I launched this course, so suddenly, 
I was making an extra ten thousand a month in fairly consistent income, at 
least I was hoping it would be consistent for the next probably twelve months 
as my members kept paying. 
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I was in a posi'on to do some beZer inves'ng and the first thing I did was 
buy this townhouse. It cost me 335,000 Australian dollars. I remember it very 
well and it was at the tail end of a bit of a property boom in Brisbane. I 
actually gained about 10 percent in value increase over the next year. I 
remember looking at the data before Brisbane's market went flat.  

It turned out to be, as I say this to you now, a reasonable investment because 
we'll hear later on in my story, I did sell that property, but at the 'me, it 
wasn't really a great investment because there was about five or six years of 
flat growth. But, it gave me a place to live, so that's always a good thing 
pu]ng money into a mortgage home loan instead of rent, and I didn't get a 
bit of capital gain that 10 percent boost. Plus, it was beZer to do that than 
put my money into other things like I bought a new car, it probably was a 
mistake in terms of investment. It wasn't too expensive. It was a $26,000-car, 
but I could have bought a secondhand car instead. That might have been 
smarter. 

That was my first property investment. Around this 'me as well, I started 
inves'ng in virtual property. This is my third investment experience. First was 
the dot com boom with stocks. Second was my own first property. Third was 
buying blogs and websites. This, for me, was a real strategy for increasing my 
income and increasing my capital. I was well and truly aware of this growing 
opportunity to invest in virtual real estate. It was s'll something fairly new to 
do today, really new back then.  

Back then, Flippa, as we know today flippa.com, it's a website that lists sites 
for sale as many others, but it's the most well-known one. It was just star'ng 
to boom and I really took it seriously. I bought a blog. I then bought another 
set of forum sites. I also invested in another blog later on that didn't do too 
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well. Again, I'm not going to go through the specifics of what happened with 
my buying strategy because there's a complete training program on my blog 
on how to buy and sell websites where I tell this story in several stories. I 
have an ebook, a course on this. There is a video presenta'on as a bonus in 
there, lots of training. Head to my blog if you want to know about inves'ng in 
blogs and websites. 

I will tell you, from an investment standpoint, it treated me really well. This 
was probably, for me, the first 'me where I felt like I made a really smart 
investment and it was cu]ng edge. Not many people were doing this. 

It felt, I won't say like it was easy money, but it was certainly, it felt easier than 
any other investment I had done prior because I was buying virtual property. I 
remember collec'vely I spent I think about 20,000 Australian dollars overall 
to buy my en're porlolio, and at the end of that investment period, at one 
point, I had 2,000 cash flow coming in, $2,000 every month was coming in 
collec'vely from the adver'sing income from this porlolio. Then, when I sold 
it, if I think back correctly, I think I did more than double my money. I did the 
math. I know I sold one set for 25,000. Another set for twenty-five. 

Yes, I did way more. I think I did about, probably around $55,000 in return, 
and this happened over a couple of years a_er buying this sites. I probably 
made around about collec'vely $100,000 on the $20,000 investment over a 
period of about three years. That doesn't even include the hundred thousand 
I made from selling my edi'ng company, as well. So, that was another burst of 
capital that went into buying the house and the car. 

I consider that a great strategy. I s'll think it's a great strategy today. It's more 
difficult today. You've got more compe''on. It's harder to find the good deals, 
but they're there. And, if you do the research, if you know how to prac'ce, 
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your due diligence, you can make good money buying and selling websites, or 
just buying and holding them as a cash flow source. 

People back when I was doing it were buying niche websites, collec'ng them 
up into a porlolio and selling them for millions of dollars. Ed Dale sold, I think 
it was twenty-six niche websites for $5 million. They were making about fi_y 
thousand a month in revenue forum from adver'sing and he made five 
million in the sale. So, it was a huge deal for him. 

That was my ini'al kind of earlier days' experience. As we move forward, my 
capital is really star'ng to accumulate at this point. One thing I'm not going 
over here is my business is growing. I'm releasing more products. I'm star'ng 
to have years where I'm making 200,000 a year, and then 500,000 a year and 
I've got a great profit margin of about 70 percent to 80 percent profit margin. 

If you factor in 30 percent of my money going to tax, as well, if I made half a 
million in one year, I would have kept maybe 350 to maybe 400, maybe a 
liZle bit around about somewhere like that in terms of net profit. And then, 
you got to factor again 30 percent of that going to the Australian 
government. So, I probably kept around a quarter of a million dollars of actual 
profit into my bank account for me to make use of. That's when I started 
doing other more investments.  

I ended up buying another house, my dream apartment in Brisbane and I 
turned my first townhouse into a rental property, so that became an income 
source, and I actually ended up buying another property. At one point, I had 
three proper'es in Brisbane-- two investment apartments and the apartment 
I lived in. 
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That was great. A good 'me but I had a lot of debt. There was mortgages 
there. I poured all the money that I made in my business into my own 
apartment which was debt-free, but the other two investments had debt on 
them, and not that it was a good property investment experience. I won't say 
it changed my life. It felt safe and smart and what everyone else was doing. 

Going forward, the next point I want to talk about is a liZle bit different. This 
is an opportunity that came to me and this is something that could happen to 
you, as well, as you start ge]ng more involved in networking and mee'ng 
people doing similar things to you, or just being involved with other online 
entrepreneurs. 

I had a friend, who you might know. I've interviewed him a couple of 'mes on 
my blog called Alborz Fallah. Shortly a_er I started my blog, he actually 
started his blog. 

Around about the year 2000, I think around 2006, because I know, or maybe 
2005 because they just had their eleventh year birthday as I record this. 

He started a car blog called CarAdvice.com.au. I was living in Brisbane. He 
was living in Brisbane. He had started off as a small blog but it ramped up 
preZy quickly, and then, he got investors and a partner, and they started 
ge]ng employees and then, they got a CEO and it became a huge company. 
Today, it's a 20 to 30, I think, it's about $30 million valua'on last 'me I 
checked. They got like 30 plus staff. 

What happened, because I was friends with Alborz and I was around him so 
much, I got to hear the story behind the scenes firsthand. Every 'me we'd 
meet up for coffee, I'd be like, "What happened with Car Advice this week or 
this month," if I hadn't seen him in a while, and  it was always good news, 
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almost always good news, except for the 2008 financial crisis where they had 
a lot of income dry up from adver'sers no longer spending money. That was 
a scary period but every other 'me I spoke to him, the company was growing 
really quickly. There were a couple of 'mes where I had an opportunity to 
invest in the business because they were looking for investors, seed investors 
to help the business grow. 

I know I said no the first two 'mes, mostly because I just didn't have the cash 
flow. I'd rather put the money into my mortgages. That was my mindset, so I 
was paying down my mortgages. But, by the third 'me, he said there's an 
opportunity to again buy some investments, some stock into this startup. I 
was like, you know what? I've got some spare cash. I'm going to do it. 

This was like 2008 or 2009, I think by now, maybe even later than that. It 
might have been 2010. I decided to invest in his company. I didn't buy much. 
I think at the 'me, my percentage ownership of the company was 0.78 
percent, so less than one percent of the company, but it was obviously about 
growth over 'me. We all know that 0.78 percent of a company that sells for 
100 million is actually $7 million, so it's not a bad thing. But, the point is, 
we're not quite $7 million dollars. It's a good return on investment anyway. 
It's almost a million dollars. 

Anyway, I put some money in and it's s'll in there. I really can't tell you how 
well it's going to do. I do know the company has doubled in value, but it's also 
brought on more owners since then. Actually, the company has been sort of 
sold. Half of it's been sold. It has been sold but there's an agreement to buy 
the second half. 
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The current new owners will be, they have an op'on basically to buy the 
second half a_er three years, maybe not an op'on. I think they have to but 
it's a lot of it is based on performance on how much it sells for. 

I decided not to sell when the new owner bought, in fact, that was last year, 
under the idea that in three years' 'me, it should be worth more and 
therefore, I will get a beZer return. And, I didn't need the money. I didn't have 
anything beZer to do with the money personally at that 'me. So, I kept my 
money in there. 

I don't know what that's going to return on investment. I feel like it's already 
doubled in value. We're talking five years now, six years since I did the 
investment, so it's not necessarily a hugely good return on investment, but it 
could be and it could be even beZer depending on how the growth is and 
that's exci'ng. I like the idea of pu]ng myself down as a seed investor and 
poten'ally, a fairly well-known tech company. It is a well-known tech 
company. Now, it's got a lot of coverage in Australia anyway as a large 
independent car website. 

That was fun. In fact, I've done a few more, I wouldn't call them seed 
investments, but pre-IPO investments in companies, as well, which I'll talk 
about in a moment.  

Okay, just to summarize, in case you have lost all the different investments, I 
had my failed dot com bubble investments. It did not too bad buying and 
selling blogs and websites, and in pu]ng my money from those kind of things 
into my first property, and then a couple of other investment proper'es, and 
then most recently, my investment in a tech startup, a car advise tech blog. 
Basically, again another blog. I'm very much been in the world of blogging and 
inves'ng my money there. 
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Now, we're heading into much more recent 'mes now. This is literally the last 
three years for me. I had way more capital. I saved a lot of my business 
income. I also had unfortunately, deaths in the family. My grandmother and 
mother passed away, so I got a bit of inheritance from that, as well. I've had 
more capital around... I want to be careful. I didn't want to throw away my 
family money obviously. I wanted to keep that for my own poten'al future 
re'rement type situa'ons. I wanted that to be protected money, but I also 
had business cash that I wanted to poten'ally do more fun things with, it was 
the best way to put it, and for me, fun things were looking for opportuni'es 
to invest in companies that were in seed round startups, essen'ally tech 
startups, and a few opportuni'es started to come up in the online space to 
do things. 

There's two websites, in par'cular, that I came across over the last few years. 
One is called Angel List, which you might know of. It's become very well-
known in the startup world. Another one is called Equity Zen. We'll put the 
links for all of the sites I'm talking about with the show notes for this episode 
and this is the fourth Yaro solo episode. If you are listening to this and you 
can't find the page that goes along with this podcast, maybe you downloaded 
it on your phone, it will be available through EJpodcast.com/4. 
EJpodcast.com will take you to my podcast home page, as well. 

Equity Zen is basically a place that brings together people who want to invest 
in pre-IPO companies and current shareholders who are usually the 
employees of these companies who'd like to get a bit of cash flow for their 
equity in these companies before our IPO.  

A lot of companies. it's difficult for employees to get their equity out of a 
company un'l it floats, so as a way for them to free up cash and maybe to 
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buy a house whenever they need a money for, they can go to a service like 
Equity Zen. Say, "I'd like to sell some of my shares in this company I work for."  

Then, people like myself can join as investor and we get to buy basically, a 
share of a packet, a purchase packet of shares that are being offered in a 
company. I bought into a Palan'r, which you might know is a big company 
that one of the biggest unicorns right now actually, a tech company, Peter 
Thiel is the CEO I believe, as I record this, who is well-known from PayPal 
being one of the founders of PayPal, it's sort of a secret spy company. It does 
a lot of research using big data for the government and for other companies 
to give them really unique insight into data. 

Not a lot is known about them. They're quite secre've. To be honest, I wish I 
didn't invest in them now, looking back in hindsight, not from a financial point 
of view, but I've actually started to be a liZle bit more discerning with where I 
put my money and I don't want to be suppor'ng a company that necessarily 
supports maybe military-type opera'ons. I don't even know but I believe, that 
could be the sort of thing it's being used for. I'd rather invest in companies 
that I actually like and know what they do more so, and I have done that in 
more recent years as I've invested in things like Facebook and Amazon. I know 
what they do and I use those services myself. 

But, I have invested in Palan'r and I'd look to do another few investments. I'm 
trying to get into Stripe because I really, really love Stripe and I use it. They 
were having a round in Equity Zen, but the Stripe round collapsed, 
unfortunately. I never got into that because it never happened. So far, only 
Palan'r has been my investment through Equity Zen. That could turn into 
something great if Palan'r floats, and they have a huge valua'on. I can exit at 
that point. In fact, it's a new area. I don't even know how the exit process 
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works yet. Equity Zen, I am not even sure if they have their first exit yet. It's 
such a new service. 

Angel List, kind of similar to Equity Zen, but a liZle bit more of a social 
network. It's really become a great service for people looking for jobs at 
startups. It's now a huge recruitment website where startups can find people 
to hire and people looking for work at startups can join their startup teams. 
But, it's also a place where people like myself can invest in companies. I'm not 
sure how I came across Angel List, but I know Tim Ferriss has been a big 
influence there because he was one of the people I followed in Angel List and 
seeing what he invested in, and I actually joined his syndicate. With Angel 
List, you can join syndicates, which means you'd go in and invest with the 
investments the leader of the syndicate does. Tim is a leader of a syndicate 
there. Buy back his syndicate every'me he makes an investment in a start-up 
there. I put investment in, too. 

It's a lot of money. You can start with as liZle as I think five hundred or maybe 
five thousand, I haven't checked their recent numbers. Me personally, I 
started with a $5,000 investment in a liZle fun that they floated at one stage. 
Angel List had a, they called it like a health fun. It was ten tech health 
companies very much tech-related, some of them were tech companies, but 
they were all doing things with health. 

I liked that. It was the first ever fund by an Angel List. I put five thousand in 
which it was the minimum you could get in with that. Basically, my $5,000 
was a $500-investment in all those ten companies. That was a number of 
years ago, so I've been able to look at my investment. It's really interes'ng 
because you can see one of the companies folded. One of the companies 
actually got bought out by Google and I had a double my money return. 
Unfortunately, double my money was $500 turning into a thousand dollars. It 
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wasn't like, "Oh, I'm a millionaire." But, it was preZy cool to see an exit 
happen, see the money come back. 

I think the other six to eight companies, some of them, they are s'll going, 
some of them merged with other companies, and then, the idea is that at 
some point, they'll either IPO or get bought out and that's when you get 
some kind of poten'al financial return just like Equity Zen. 

I keep watching Equity Zen and Angel List, but so far, they've been very very 
minor investment strategies for me. I think, as I said, Equity Zen, I put about 
$20,000 into Palan'r. Angel List, I had that $5000 investment and then, there 
was another small investment I did at five thousand dollars into a Tim Ferriss 
recommended startup, and that's it. 

So yes, we're talking $30,000 there. One day, I might get a pleasant surprise 
from one of those two sites, but I do keep my eye on them s'll because if 
something like Stripe comes up again, I'd love to get involved with that kind of 
company. 

I also like Angel List because I do poten'ally want to invest in even earlier 
stage startups. That's why I lived in San Francisco for three months. I was just 
seeing what the scene was like there and I may one day return there or even 
just do it virtually from a distance because I love tech and I love startups and 
it'd be great to be involved with a startup that I really like what they're doing 
and to put some of my money towards it.  

And, from a financial standpoint, I've heard some incredible stories. I know 
Tim Ferriss has had mul'-million dollar returns from a $20,000 investment in 
an early round in the company, a seed round. I know it was a number of other 
people, they'll tell you that's how they make their big money.  
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I was reading a book about Uber and Airbnb. It was incredible the returns that 
a twenty to fi_y thousand dollar investment can deliver when a company has 
an Uber-like result, which is not common. 

We should be very clear about that. That's like a bit of a ge]ng lucky 
situa'on. But, it's s'll a fun thing to do, be involved in a tech world. 

We're heading into the last two points here for you to wrap up this 
investment episode of EJ podcast. You probably know this if you're all 
involved with my world and certainly the personal development space.  

Tony Robbins released a book. In fact, he's got two out now. They released a 
book called Money: Master the Game, which was a fairly thick book where he 
spent a lot of 'me researching and talking to some of the most successful 
financial people on the planet to demys'fy the world of inves'ng for the 
average person, in par'cular poin'ng out how ridiculous it is that people 
invest in mutual funds in the United States because mutual funds just 
underperform compared to really simple things like just inves'ng in an index 
fund in the stock market. 

I went through Tony's book and it was eye-opening. It's a liZle bit tailored to 
Americans and coming from Australia and Canada for me, it wasn't a 100 
percent relevant, but it was mostly relevant and I learned a lot. 

The biggest lesson for me was if you want a long-term stable return on 
investment, put your money in an index. You're much more likely to do beZer 
there and get your 10 percent aggregate. Like this book wriZen today versus 
Richest Man in Babylon, which is a really old book, they both presented the 
same idea-- ten percent of your money compounding. If you can put ten 
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percent away and get ten percent or more a year, you will become a wealthy 
person. You will become a millionaire given enough 'me. 

Tony pointed that out. Tony's advisers, people like Warren BuffeZ, they 
pointed out that the safest, simplest way is not to find a financial adviser in a 
mutual fund type of situa'on because they're going to siphon away a lot of 
your money in fees, and they're incen'vized to trade, which means you lose 
more in fees. It makes sense for them because they get money from doing 
that, but you don't. 

I pulled, in fact, my money was with a similar type thing in Canada. My 
inheritance money from my grandmother, I pulled that money out of that 
situa'on especially because of the advice Tony's book offered. I was like, 
"Why am I paying these fees and I have no idea what my money is put into. I 
get these reports but I don't really know what's going on." So, I pulled my 
money out and I went looking for the sort of thing that Tony Robbins and all 
of his wealthy people advice, which was index-based porlolio, not just one 
index fund but a range of index fund in a porlolio environment, and in 
par'cular, one with low fees.  

I tried some of the resources Tony's book offered, but I didn't really get great 
op'ons for Canada, which is where my money is now, my business is now, 
but I did find a service that's basically got the same kind of ethos, which is 
called "Wealth Simple."  

I have a huge chunk of my, what I would call "long-term financial savings", my 
re'rement-type money in Wealth Simple. Now, Wealth Simple is a service, I 
believe it's only for Canadians right now, but no doubt, they will expand, is 
basically a low-fee investment porlolio that is very much based on that kind 
of ethos of pu]ng money into index-type funds, not doing a lot of trading 
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and just keeping things diversified and balanced for you, so they do rebalance 
your fund according to principles that Tony's books talk about. But, it's all 
hands off and it's all low fee and it's designed, it's designed for you to have an 
a]tude of keeping your money in it long term. It's not a high-volume trading 
account where you should be pu]ng money in and out. 

The great thing about it, it is liquid. I can pull money out at any point in 'me, 
so if I need to use that money for a deposit on a house or some sort of family 
emergency, it's available to me, but ul'mately, it's meant to stay in there and 
you're meant to ride the waves. So, keep your money in whether things are 
good or bad because an aggregate over 'me, you're going to get that 10 
percent plus growth. They have a great graph and it aZempts to extrapolate 
what you can expect in long-term income from it.  

My goal is to just keep pu]ng my regular amount of money. I've got it set up 
to put about $5,000 a month into that over'me, so it just slowly grows, gets 
that ten percent or greater growth every year, and turn into just a really stable 
reliable income source, kind of like my safety net as what I'd call it. 

That contrasts really well with the other thing I've been doing more recently, 
which is inves'ng in stocks and cryptocurrencies. Let me give you a bit of 
background with that. 

I have been, this is my fun trading. This is really more specula've, more risky, 
but a lot more fun and something I look at on a daily basis. Wealth Simple, I 
might check in once a month, see how it's doing. It's done preZy well. In fact, 
because it's been an up year this year, but I know it could be a down year as 
soon as the markets crash, it could go down. But overall, it will just have a 
good aggregate growth curve like an index fund should, eToro craziness. 
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The story behind eToro was I, about three years ago, wanted to invest in 
Facebook. For me, back in the, I guess the post dot com bubble-burs'ng, so 
in the early 2000s a_er everything crashed, a few companies rose as really 
solid businesses namely Amazon.com and eBay.com, and then Google.com.  

If you know the stats, if you invested in Amazon way back then, a thousand 
dollars, it will be worth like $600,000 today. It's an incredible return. In 
par'cular, I saw the rise of Google because I was benefi'ng from Google. My 
blog con'nues and it certainly was in the early days driven by Google traffic, 
and when I saw them release their Google AdWords plalorm, I was like, "This 
is a money-making machine. This company is going to explode." 

Unfortunately, as I explained to you earlier, I didn't have the capital to invest 
back then or really the sense to invest back then in companies like Google. 
But today, and the last five years, I have had the capital and when I saw 
Facebook was releasing an ad plalorm and then, I started using it and then 
suddenly, everyone started using it, I thought, "Wow, this is similar to when 
Google released their ad plalorm. I want to get into Facebook now. I got 
capital. I've got 'ming. I've got market intelligence in the sense that I'm 
involved with this company. I'm seeing what they're doing. I'm seeing the 
greater marketplace. Let's get in and see if I can ride the waves similar to 
Google's rise." 

I was looking for a way to invest in Facebook. I came across this service called 
eToro, which is an online trading plalorm that actually does something kind of 
unique. They allow you to copy other traders. It's their unique specialty. It's 
copy trading, so you can invest in other investors on the plalorm if you want 
to, or you can just invest directly in stocks or currencies and there's a few 
EFT-type situa'ons too, where you can invest in commodi'es. 
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I bought Facebook to begin with and then, a liZle bit Amazon, unfortunately a 
liZle bit of TwiZer. TwiZer, I bought it at a really bad 'me for TwiZer. I lost like 
60 percent of my money, but it wasn't  a lot. I only put 5,000 in TwiZer. 

Then, I le_ it alone. I check it maybe once a month every two weeks. I didn't 
really play around with it much, but I did keep an eye on it especially to see 
how Facebook was growing, to see if I have proven my own point. It has done 
well. It's s'll early days but it's done preZy well. 

And then, in the last six months, this whole Bitcoin phenomenon has been 
really in my mind. Bitcoin has been around for longer than that, but for the 
last... I've seen it. I've known about it for a couple of years, but I started to 
really pay aZen'on to it especially because just this year, a_er living in 
Toronto last year, I met a friend name Amir who started talking to me about 
blockchain and crypto currencies, which in case you don't know is kind of like 
the technology behind things. Blockchain is the technology behind Bitcoin, 
which is a currency where that's completely deregulated. There's no 
ownership of it.  

There's a new one, and this is what Amir, my friend in Toronto told me about, 
called Ethereum. It's another crypto currency that was taking off really well. In 
the case of fortuitous 'ming, at the start 2017, eToro made Ethereum trading 
available. They already had Bitcoin and I wasn't into Bitcoin yet, but they had 
Ethereum launch and I decided, "You know what? Maybe Ethereum, based on 
what I'm learning about everything with Ethereum and everything with 
blockchain and crypto currencies is poten'ally the next Bitcoin, so I'm going 
to jump in with some money," sort of as a buy and hold. I wouldn't call it a 
long long-term. We're not talking about my re'rement, but I'm happy to put it 
in there for two or three or four years. And, if it goes on a similar ride as 
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Bitcoin, I could make a lot of money. We're talking 10x my money, which is 
my strategy. 

I wouldn't call it a super sound strategy. My gamble is probably the beZer way 
to put it. I did that and I started inves'ng more frequently, too. I started 
buying other companies-- Nintendo and also Shopify, which you probably 
know of. It's another Canadian company, but basically companies that I know 
about and did a bit more research, as well as the crypto currencies. 

Ethereum has done really well. It is gambling though. It's very specula've. The 
money I put into eToro, I kind of ses it as the money I'm prepared to lose, so 
it's never been nearly as big as the money I put into Wealth Simple. It's more 
about gambling, but it's done incredibly well. I'm actually more than double 
my money at the moment. I've turned about fi_y thousand dollars into 
$150,000 in the space of about six months, thanks to primarily Ethereum, 
and it's s'll going up. 

I'm s'll holding it. The strategy is s'll the same. It could disappear overnight. 
You could go return to back where I bought it, not level and stay there for a 
long 'me. Who knows? I'm certainly enjoying the ride. I'm actually star'ng to 
learn a lot more about this world of stock trading, so that's been interes'ng 
to me. 

But, as you can see, there's like the more solid Wealth Simple long-term low 
fee, aggregate gains, ten percent a year or beZer kind of Richest Man in 
Babylon strategy versus these, "Let's ride the wave of a crypto currency," and 
yes, you can double your money in the space of six months, but you could 
also have your money in this space of six months, too, so it's not a great safe, 
long-term strategy. It's trying to play the market and that's never the smart 
thing to do as Tony Robbins' book taught me. There's a mix there of fund 
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inves'ng, gambling (as they might call it), and then, smarter, long-term stable 
inves'ng. 

I bought a place in Toronto again, another property which I actually ended up 
selling a year later as I decided to con'nue traveling. I didn't want to live in 
Toronto, and I made a bit of profit from that. I've sold off most of my property 
in Australia. I only have one apartment s'll there. 

I preZy much got most of my money in either Wealth Simple or eToro, so 
stocks in the long-term index funds and one property in Australia, and then 
cash on hand and also, the last thing, which is my business. I haven't really 
talked about this as an investment, but your business really is an investment. 
Obviously, it produces cash and you can use that cash to reinvest and grow. I 
certainly have been doing that in the last year or so as I've been mostly 
reinves'ng in hiring contractors to help me do more things with the business, 
and that has certainly helped and create a lot of freedom in my life, but also 
help to take away things that were taking my 'me in allowing me to do other 
things, but like crea'ng new products quicker and things like that. 

I have to end this with that last point, which I think is also the first point in a 
lot of ways because before I did any of this inves'ng in other websites or 
proper'es or seed inves'ng in startups or Wealth Simple with index funds or 
more specula've stocks and currencies with eToro, none of that could have 
happened without me actually, first of all, we're only inves'ng in my own 
business. 

I want to bookend all those other strategies with that idea that if you can get 
10 percent on more growth out of your company, that's probably the best 
place to put your 'me early on. Once you've got spare capital, by all means 
put it into your first property to live in. I think that's a smart idea. Look at long 
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term indexed type funds. I certainly think that advice I learned from Tony and 
all of these very wealthy, very smart guides, it makes a lot of sense to me, as 
well. 

If you want to have some fun with fund trading, set aside some money for 
that too, but really, inves'ng your own business, growing your stable cash 
flow, that's way more important. I really feel that that's enabled everything in 
my life and I've seen the people who right now would love to have got in on 
the Ethereum ride for example, but they don't have the funds available to 
invest. 

I really believe that opportuni'es to make money in things like tech startups 
or any kind of startup company as a seed investor, inves'ng in whatever 
latest craze might be happening like a crypto currency is right now, or a tech 
company when it was Google or before that when it was Amazon, or 
whatever other companies you're following, they only become op'ons for 
you when you've got capital. For me, capital comes from my own business 
either from cash flow saved up, or when you sell a business as I did with my 
edi'ng company. Instantly, boom, $100,000 in my bank account which 
allowed me to buy a property, which then allowed me to buy other things. 

You need to think about that. That's why it makes sense to grow your 
business. You're listening to me right now. This is an entrepreneurship 
podcast. That's the first place to invest and then, you can decide how to 
invest the excess. I guess it's the best way to put it. 

I've always been a believer that you don't only grow your business just for the 
sake of always growing your business. I think your business should be a tool 
to support your lifestyle, which is why my a]tude has been, "Let's not put 
every single penny I make back into growth." 
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Some people do that. Some people just want to go from your first dollar 
online, to your first thousand dollars, to your first a hundred thousand, your 
first million, two million, five million, ten, twenty and just keep riding higher, 
reinves'ng every penny back in. 

For me, it's all about balanced freedom lifestyle, so taking money out of my 
company and pu]ng into other things that are less labor-intensive and not 
inves'ng every single penny into things like full-'me employees or expensive 
development, or whatever other things I could do, I'd rather have the 
balancing combina'on I have now. 

Okay, I'm going to call that the end of this podcast. I hope there's some 
nuggets of wisdom if anything else. I hope it was interes'ng to hear a bit of 
the background of how I've spent money, how I invested money over the 
years. 

For me, the biggest 'p to take away to share with you from this is all the way 
back at the start, read The Richest Man in Babylon and follow that 10 percent 
advice. Save 10 percent of your money and make sure it goes out there and 
works for you to make 10 percent a year in growth, at least. That is a very 
sound strategy. It makes so much sense. Go look at compound interest if you 
want to see how much sense it makes or how much dollars it makes and I 
wish you well in your own inves'ng. 

Once again, if you want to get all the show notes, all the links to go with this 
episode of the EJ podcast, you can go to EJPodcast.com/4 and that will take 
you to this episode. Or, you can just google my name, Yaro (Y-A-R-O) and 
you'll find the Entrepreneur's Journey blog and just click the podcast link and 
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you'll find all my previous episodes. There's my previous solo episodes and 
over 150 plus interviews with online entrepreneurs there, as well. 

Thanks again for listening to the Entrepreneurs Journey podcast. I'll talk to 
you again on the next episode. My name is Yaro. Bye. 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LAUNCH, GROW AND PROFIT 
FROM YOUR OWN PODCAST 
USING THE ‘INTERVIEW 
STORY’ FORMULA 

 
Podcas'ng can be a great way to engage with your audience, drive traffic to 

your website and promote your products and services. If you’ve ever 

thought about star'ng a podcast but don’t know where to start, Yaro has 

created Power Podcas9ng: a step-by-step training program that teaches you: 

• The basic technical tools you need to start podcas9ng FAST 

• How to refine the strategic purpose behind your podcast by becoming 

clear about what you want it to do for your business 

• How to conduct a ‘Podcast Launch’ so you can make a big splash 

when you first publish your podcast 

• The 10 step process for crea'ng a powerful storytelling interview 

• How to NOT be dependent on iTunes for your podcast traffic growth 

by tapping into other powerful referral traffic sources 

• Three different op'ons for charging money for podcast content, and 

what op'on I recommend you focus on.
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